
 

S.H.I.E.L. D agent and scientist, Henry Pym (Michael Douglas), invents a shrinking suit capable of altering the size and strength
of a human being. He tests it on himself but the results are not what he expected. Become Ant-Man for the first time in this
latest Marvel adventure, complete with story by Edgar Wright (the filmmaker behind Shaun of the Dead) and artistic direction
by Andrew Wheeler (Fantastic Four). When Dr Hank Pym discovers that his colleague Darren Cross is trying to replicate his
shrinking technology for nefarious purposes, he enlists Scott Lang - a master thief just released from prison - to don Pym's old
Ant-Man costume and stop Cross before he has time to put his plan into action. The film is released in Tamil on August 14,
2015. Posters of "Ant-Man" were released in late June 2015. The film was also unveiled that the official trailer will be released
to the public on July 1, 2015, which later turned out to be a hoax while Marvel Studios revealed the Ant-Man trailer on
Facebook page on July 11, 2015. On July 1st, Avengers: Age of Ultron footage was accidentally edited into two scenes of Ant-
Man during the official trailer launch event at Disneyland's Redwood Creek Theater in California due to computer glitch.

The score for "Ant-Man" was composed by Christophe Beck with additional tracks composed by Christophe Becq and Jon
Brion. Beck composed the score after being introduced to the film by Christophe Becq, who made his debut composing for
Marvel Studios. At Beck's suggestion, Becq was brought on board to compose additional tracks. The soundtrack was released on
iTunes on July 7, 2015. The album debuted at #5 on the Top Soundtrack Albums charts. "Ant-Man" grossed $180 million in
North America and $175 million in other territories for a worldwide total of $370 million against a production budget of $130
million. "Deadline Hollywood" calculated its net profit at $160 million. It is Marvel Studios' first film to be distributed by
Disney since "Spider-Man 3". "Ant-Man" grossed $23.8 million in Thursday night previews, $6.4 million on its opening day,
and $25.4 million the following day. The film fell 37% on opening to a total of $36.9 million, which is a solid opening for a film
without a well known character or cast members and the lowest debut for a Marvel Studios film since "". In its second weekend
it dropped 59% to $18.6 million, finishing second at the box office behind "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" ($43m) and
becoming one of only two Marvel Cinematic Universe films to fall below the top 10 in North America (the other being "Captain
America: The First Avenger").
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